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ever since the return of the dark lord voldemort, wizards and witches have been forced
to keep a watchful eye on all magic, since even minor uses of dark magic are often seen

as an outrage. it is not clear whether the wizards of hogwarts have a policy to bar all
dark wizards from their college. many of the most high-profile wizards like albus

dumbledore, and later tom riddle have performed dark magic at some point in their
pasts, but have either turned to the light side or simply kept their activities secret.
magical creatures are a unique group of creatures that have been around since the
invention of wizarding. fantastic monsters from the ancient halls of history such as

dragons, centaurs, wolves, and trolls have returned to run wild in the wilder parts of the
wizarding world. these creatures have their own unique behaviors, habitats, and magics.
some magical creatures are even more dangerous than their non-magical counterparts.

alberich, a germanic creature, is a small dragon that can breathe fire. while this is a
dangerous ability, even his most unruly offspring rarely dares attack a powerful wizard.

some magical creatures such as the beautiful phoenix and the cunning wizard are highly
intelligent creatures often found in the company of wizards. there are a few famous

magical creatures that blend in more closely with the human race, such as the gryffindor
house hound. however, magical creatures are of many colors and sizes and like all
magical beings, they never stop growing. once a rare wand, the wand of sith is now

common among the powerful. it was said to impart tremendous force, and its handles
could not be broken. where even the greatest wizard could not wield it, a wizard could. it

likely produced the results of a master of the dark arts wielding it.
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members of gryffindor are sometimes called gryffindors because they are courageous,
wild and brave. the colour chosen for this house is bright, but not yet revealed, since the

school colours have not been announced. you can see a live demonstration of the
qualities gryffindor is known for on a daily basis in the gryffindor house , as well as when
the school plays the brightly coloured monster trapping game, the quidditch . the symbol
of this house is a red rose with a few yellow petals and a yellow centre. quill wands are
among the cheapest of all wands and the trade is likely to use them for beginners or
students learning to conjure. they are like other wands - made of any wood but given

special properties by combining it with the magically-enchanted quills used to sharpen
ink pens into silver. they are not for inquiring minds; they are for wizards who like to
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write fast - especially dangerous wands. azadirachsa wood is the only wood that
naturally reacts to charm and transmutation. the wood of an azadirachsa wand reacts to

both the charm and the magic of its owner, and the wood of an azadirachsa wand
contains its owner's essence. the inner wood of an azadirachsa wand is strong, yet
flexible, and sensitive to new ways of thinking. azadirachsa wood is not meant for

journeyers or wandmakers, and wizards who come to possess one generally do so at
great personal peril. the quality and appeal of a wood can vary wildly; nothing is more

uncertain than what a wand will have in store for its new owner. do you want a wand that
is challenging, exciting, or perhaps scary? do you want a wand that is your best friend or
a friend that makes your enemies your playmates? do you want a wand that is endearing
or a pen that makes the magic of your spells visible to your enemies? with the economy

of thought, and a little imagination, you can decide what your wand wants - and in
choosing, you may learn as much about yourself as you learn about the wand.
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